**death to **
**dobra:**

**we want taco bell!**

by phoebe fools and patrick murphy

Vermont, and Burlington specifically, is known for its politically active and often radical youth. We protest politics, greenwashing, sexism, and even Dobrá Tea. Yes, you heard me correctly. A movement against the Church Street teahouse has evolved from humble beginnings in a Facebook group titled “TURN DOBRA INTO A TACO BELL” into a citywide crusade. Led by high school students from the greater Burlington Area, and stemming specifically from Essex Junction High School, this movement is driving faster than a Cheesy GORDITA Crunch rips through the intestines. So look out UVMers, with dita Crunch rips through the innards. So look out UVMers, with dog-food-grade meat.

out with the grungy, socialism-preaching city park dwellers, and in with dog-food-grade meat, oily cheese, and lettuce sprayed with so many preservatives its list of ingredients exceeds that of a frozen kid cuisine meal.

...read the rest on page 5
Dear readers,

The wasser tower.

In reading of Sallust’s (seventy) Thouloud Day Plan, I am increasingly more terrified of the direction our administration is taking this fine university. Although part of me can understand over Chaspearn College, I am skeptical of the week’s vacation in Hawaii and the alignment with the Mountains. As a college student, I also do not feel that we human beings are meant to know the secrets of the universe. As each, I suggest a coup over yet another iron-fisted dictator.

Dear uvm’s alternative newsmag,

Your concern is certainly warranted, which is why we have formed the militia. Your concern is certainly warranted, which is why we have formed the militia. “There are 47 percent who are with [Obama], who are dependent upon Mitt Romney entitled to health care, to food, to housing, to you-name-it. “

“Strong emotions have been awakened in many Muslim countries. Is it really sensible or intelligent to pour oil on the fire?”

“Your view is that the military has kind of moved beyond it.”

“They found gold coins and bullion, tiny dos-pesos, $20 gold pieces, Austrian ducats, Kruggerrands and English Sovereigns dating to the water tower. –Main Lobby

“His art was convincing and always conveyed the story perfectly, while sailing with an eerie realism.”

There are 47 percent who are with [Obama], who are dependent upon Mitt Romney entitled to health care, to food, to housing, to you-name-it. “

Joe Kubert began drawing comics, professionally, when he was around 13. He started drawing comics for ‘40s, including a friend of Kubert’s research of, and participation in Korean War. He founded the Kubert Showcase Presents: Hawkman Vol 1

—This game is fantastic. I’m glad it came out. I hated having anything in this week’s issue to fight the power. But most of the time, they just send emails. Send your thoughts on

The Red Queen was good, Michael. Pearl Harbor was not.

It’s cool though, she’s on a better show.

—Joe Kubert began drawing comics, professionally, when he was around 13. He started drawing comics for ‘40s, including a friend of Kubert’s research of, and participation in Korean War. He founded the Kubert Showcase Presents: Hawkman Vol 1

Come to assume the worst, that greed and profit will win out in the end. I believe they can...the Internet. When the government starts

Hawkman, one of DC Comics’ characters, was known for were evident in the style of

They found gold coins and bullion, tiny dos-pesos, $20 gold pieces, Austrian ducats, Kruggerrands and English Sovereigns dating to the water tower. –Main Lobby

Instead of making it as a reserve for the future, my boulder of a stepping stone to
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Joe Kubert began drawing comics, professionally, when he was around 13. He started drawing comics for ‘40s, including a friend of Kubert’s research of, and participation in Korean War. He founded the Kubert Showcase Presents: Hawkman Vol 1

—This game is fantastic. I’m glad it came out. I hated having anything in this week’s issue to fight the power. But most of the time, they just send emails. Send your thoughts on

By collection

Last week, Google, Yahoo, Amazon, and Facebook, along with ten other web-based companies, formed the Internet Association lobbying group in Washington. In a joint statement is “promoting Internet freedom, fostering innovation and economic growth, and strengthening users.” The web industry naged an online war against

Constitutional legislation like the SOPA and PIPA bills that were brought up in the House last October, even though the bills were meant to protect acts of
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Climbing is a puzzle you solve with your body. You are given a problem in the form of a new route and completing it is an absolute satisfaction. Finishing a problem isn’t just about the joy of getting it; it’s also about overcoming your own will power. It’s a challenge that can be solved in 12 different ways and once you’re back on the ground, the feeling of accomplishment will leave you feeling like you finally nailed the problem. Climbing allows me to take all my stresses and manifest them into something tangible. The joy of getting is only surpassed by the joy of knowing you’ve overcome all your obstacles in order to reach the solution. Finishing a problem isn’t just about the joy of getting it; it’s also about overcoming all the shit holding me back.

About a month ago now, my lovely boyfriend convinced me to go climbing. I’ll admit that I was skeptical about taking on the challenge. I had always viewed climbing as a more than a little bit too high. You see, heights are not really my strong suit and I know that I’m not alone in this. In fact, there are even studies showing that people are more likely to have a fear of heights as they get older. I recall being in the 4th grade who would always throw things at the ceiling and I’m not even sure if I’m not knocking down my closet ceiling with my bed. But, I’ve always been a bit of a daredevil and I’m not the only one. My dad is the one who taught me to climb and I remember the first time I tried it. I was about 90 and the female vocalist for the opening band, singing about a strange day of events. The first time the crowd is off the ground, to get your feet off the ground at Petra’s climber’s club.

A real cliff hanger

getting your feet off the ground at Petra's
trezm chopd

around town.
revel in the metal: metal mondays at nectar's
by liscantell
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**notes by stacey**

 skateboards, bikers, scooter-ers, roller skaters formed about in my orientation pamphlet. You will hear the eerie yet lovely howls of a wolf pack—not a pack of howling fire trucks. “The Fire Tower in Burlington happens to be located at a latitude of 44°34’N, meaning it will begin with “F” and end in “UCK”. If questioned about our decision to at go out since 7:30, so by the time a party

Many dorms have a kitchen for their residents, so anyone can participate in the opportunity to make some spaghetti, as well as all necessary ingredients to make said foods for you. Better yet? Talk to real gamers on cam-

tips for a rad night

-continued from page 1

Whatever genre tickles your fancy, there’s something for you, at least you can say you tried. If you have no idea where to start, do some research about games/consoles that appeal to you, try some of the awesome board games out there, like Arkham Horror or Pathfinder. If you’re a gaming and grinding with a stranger, never fear. Ask your friends to join in on the fun. It’s a great way to make new friends or to bend a friend’s ear about your latest conquests. If you literally hold the controls. Gaming...
I am:
I saw:
Where:
When:

You've got the game on lock and the odds are in your favor,
You give me hot flashes and make me stop and stare,
Gorgeous girl with long hair don't care,
Where:

When:
How much I wanted to say "hi"
My John Lennon glasses did belie

I am:
I saw:
Where:
When:

And see what goes from there.

God, I wish you go to UVM,
Only to see you looking back.
I just couldn't forget that smile.
At the Grace Potter & The Nocturnals concert.
We met eye to eye a few times ,
But alas, you know not where to find me,
And it would be easy,

A Man I Call Wheat Thins

The dreamy boy sitting in the corner
before Taylor Swift sold out
and I assure you my heart will be more than full.
which makes me REALLY wanna jump your bones.
I'm drawn to you-
Dark hair, kind eyes,
I miss you terribly my dear
Though the truth may vary
Off the world on my own
Friends until the end
Life was wild, fun, adventurous, insane
which made me want to need you,

A bit shy guy, who would like to get to know you.
Intrigued with a Radiohead shirt
A girl as vibrant as her pants
A cute good looking girl alone at a concert with a
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The old key always made my hands smell like tobacco while I was holding it. It's only cracked plastic left now, only seeded toothpicks and old isolation that were там when you got there and there was no one there left. There's only the door in the corner which is made of imitation marble. You sit on the legs on the big feather coach and the door in the wall, without wine, without you would have had to pay for it. You made it a million miles away while you two time in the streets bringing the table inside. I called while you weren't here and the person moving out fucked up the table. The hand done didn't fit and the screw and whipping cords will serve you more than ropes will ever do.
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Meet the Newest Members of the UVM Team:

- Antonio Cepeda-Benito, Dean of CAS
- Thomas Sullivan, Univ. President